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Ihspain is a Spanish school to learn Spanish in Spain. They provide you with great faculty along with
a thrilling experience of Spain. They have a wide variety of courses. The Ihspain has Spanish
schools in Spain spread across 7 beautiful cities of Spain. Namely:-I H Barcelona, IH Cadiz, IH
Madrid, IH Palma de Mallorca, IH San Sebastian, IH Seville and IH Valencia. There are the schools
that specialize in teaching students from all over the world. Working with students with different
background helps you to mix with people well and make learning fun.  You can even choose 2
different schools in IHâ€™s Spanish in Spain program and make your stay more enjoyable.

The diversifying cultures and their attractive folklore and festival make the stay worthwhile. The
Spanish courses in Spain that are provided are intense and practical the schools follow a standard
principle and procedure. You can get more information by going into any of their site. The school
was established in 1998 to coordinate the teaching of four different schools. In 2005 the other three
schools also joined their hands with the main four schools.  All schools run independently but benefit
from the main organizational structure. This ensures they students are under same principles and
rules in each of the different school and at the same time enjoy the personalized attention provided
in each school.

There are a wide variety of Spanish course available which helps you to learn Spanish in Spain.
They are listed below:-

1.	Spanish in Spain- this course allows you to learn Spanish from 2 different schools so that you can
make the most of your stay.

2.	Intensive Spanish course- this program is an intense Spanish learning program with 20-30 hours
week sessions. This program enrolls the students with multinational groups where they are learning
to speak Spanish from the start. The social activities are all included in the program.

3.	DELE exam preparation course- this course prepares you for the DELE exam, the most
recognizes international exam.

4.	Immersion Spanish- this is a short and intense course with 30-40 hours of session per week. This
course provides individual attention to each student.

5.	Online Spanish course- due to the much popularity of the internet the ihspain has online Spanish
classes as well. This course has 3 levels. In this course you can communicate with your tutor via
emails, voicemails or internet calling sessions.

Besides offering Spanish courses for students there are course for professional teachers as well.
This Spanish school in Spain offers Spanish teacher training to native as well as non native
speakers. Their Spanish teacher courses are available in both full time intensive as well as part time
extensive programs. The course includes language teaching theory and analysis as well as teaching
practices of the learners that are observed by the tutor.

Places of accommodation are available for students as well as teachers. You can either opt to stay
with Spanish host family or student residence. You can also stay in your own fully furnished house
which you can share with your friend. These houses are available for limited time only.
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Ih Spain - About Author:
Ihspain : We are Spanish language training institute website. You can learn Spanish from a Spanish
school in Spain. Our Spanish course designed to develop your Spanish speaking ability. a Study
Spanish in Spain and take admission in our current Spanish courses in Spain.
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